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Abstract 
For 0 < (Y < 2, an integrated fractional Fourier transform -F, of Wiener type, closely related to fractional Levy 
Brownian motion Xa, is established. By means of this transform, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space and the 
covariance operator of Xa are characterized and the connection between X” and the Laplacian is shown. As a 
further application a Blaschke-Fuglede-type theorem for a fractional Radon transform is derived. 
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1. Introduction 
Phenomena with long-run statistical dependence are widespread in nature (as shown in [ 171). 
Many of these phenomena are covered by the fractional Brownian motion. Integral transforms 
associated with that process will be investigated in this paper. 
As the ordinary Fourier transform is associated with Gaussian white noise (Bochner-Kinch- 
ing theory), the primitive of the Fourier transform is associated with one-dimensional Brownian 
motion (integrated Gaussian white noise). It was Wiener [30], who first introduced such an 
integrated Fourier transform. Later Molchan [20] and Ciesielski [5] did the same for Levy’s 
Brownian motion with several parameters. The first connections between Radon transform and 
Levy’s Brownian motion were shown by Takenaka [26] and later extended to Brownian motions 
with general metric parameter spaces by Noda [22]. 
On the other hand, Kolmogorov 1121 suggested introducing a fractal version of Brownian 
motion. This stochastic process was systematically established by Mandelbrot dnd van Nees [ 181 
in dimension one and later in several dimensions. It is defined as follows. 
l e-mail: singer@mi.uni-erlangen.de. 
Definition 1.1 (Fractional Brownian motion). The fractional Leg Brownian motion is a 
Gaussian random field X” := { t E IF!“}, 
t 
= 1, = = 
f 1, 
a Markov a (semi-Imartingale. 
a fractional 
Definition 1.2 ( Fractional Fourier transform 1. For f : R” + @ measurable, the fractional Fourier 
trmsfom Fa f is defined by 
where e :== i(cy + d) and 0 < a! < 2, whenever this integral exists in the sense of Lebesgue. The 
integral transform, defined this way, is called fractional Fourier transform of order LY. Its kernel 
is denoted by k,( t, xl. - 
For many properties of the ordinary Fourier transform there are analogous properties of Fa. 
For examp e, the following scaling formulas hold: 
K(ei’f )(h) = (Kf )(t +!I) - (Ef )(t)T 0 i 
Fa( &f) = A’“-“‘+ I,A( Ta f ), for dilations S,, A > 0, ( ) ii 
5J f = D) = ( Ya f ) 0 D, for orthogonal transforms D. . . . ( ) 111 
Further analytic properties of .Fa, extending the classical Fourier theory, are established in 
Section 3. It is shown Uheorem 3.1) that, for a suitable weight function a( t ), 
Y= : L’(Rd, dx) + L2(Rd, a dx) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and 
Fa( L’(R’, dx)) EC&, 0 < y < $.z. ( ) iv 
For Y,+ and Y,’ explicit formulas are derived, and the range of Fa is characterized. As an 
application. an embedding theorem for fractional Sobolev spaces is obtained (Corollary 3.2). 
Another main result of this section is the following ar-Fourier-Plancherel theorem for Ya 
(Theorem 3.3): 
( -&“‘2Fa = const: F, F the classical Fourier transform. ( ) V 
In Secion 4, the above properties are applied to Xa. The following representation gives a 
link betveen Y, and X”: 
Xp= const: Fa( y5(dx) )(t), 6 the Gaussian white noise. ( ) vi 
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By means of representation (vi), the following factorization formula is obtained for the 
covariance operator K, : L2(Iw”, a dt) --) L2(Iw”, a dt) of the process X” (Theorem 4.3): 
Km =const.*9a09a*. ( ) vii 
As an immediate consequence the following inversion formula for K, is proved, for a suitable 
class of test functions: 




. . . 
( ) VI11 
As a further application of (vii), a singular-value decomposition of Fa, Y,* (Corollary 4.4) and 
a Karhunen-Loeve expansion of X” (Corollary 4.6) are derived. 
Finally, by (v) and (vi) the following (generalized) stochastic differential equations hold 
(Theorem 4.8): 
( -A)g’2Xa = const: 5, (-A) (a- 1)/4 X” = const.‘.X*. ( ) ix 
Similar differential equations hold fpr Weyl’s fractional derivatives. Furthermore, a Fourier 
representation of the dual process X” to X” is established (Proposition 4.10), which has the 
form 
and a characterization of the reproducing kernel HilberL space H(r,) of the covariance kernel 
of X” is given (Proposition 4.11) by 
H( r,> = 9J L2([w”, dx)). Consequently, we are able to characterize H( r,) as the func- 
tional completion of test functions with respect to the energy norm of ( -A)“, i.e., II 9 II z.n 
:= @K-&. (xi) 
In Section 5, we introduce two Radon transforms ,%? and 9, of Noda-type and state their 
relation to Riesz potentials (Theorem 5.6) by means of the Fourier transform .Flr. Applying 
fractional powers of the Laplacian, the following Helgason-type formulas are proved for 
suitable classes of test functions: 
(-A)%$? = const: Id., ._9&9( -A)” = const: Id. (xii) 
2. Preliminaries 
All function spaces in this paper are spaces of complex-valued functions on IF!“. Let us 
denote by S the rapidly decreasing functions with the usual topology, by CG the C-functions 
with compact support, equipped with the S-topology, by D,, those functions in C;, whose 
support is bounded away from zero, furnished with the S-topology, by C the continuous 
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functions with uniform convergence on compact sets, by C, those functions in C, vanishing at 
zero. by C:w the locally Holder-continuous functions of order y, with the family of semi-norms 
P(Y, K f):= supIf(x)l+ SUP 
lf(x+h)-f(x)1 
II , II Y 
. 
In this way, C:, is made a 
imbeddings are continuo!ts: 
X*X+AEK II n II * 
locally convex topological vector space, for which the following 
c&-4&-4, o<s 
Further, by 2, the image of D, under the Fourier transform, defined by 
Ff(x) :=f(x) := (2n)-“/‘Ld eiIff(t) dt, 
where f E S respectively f E L’(R”, dx-1, g := F-‘g, the inverse Fourier transform of g. The 
same notation will be used for L’-Fourier transforms. 
In addition, some fractional calculus will be used in this paper. For d E N, 0 < p < d and 
f E S, denote by Zpf the Riesz potential of order of f, i.e., 
ZPf(x) :=h;‘l 11 x -y il p-df(y) dy, where h, := 2p-d/2 
q tP) 
R” q+(d -P>) . 
By analytic continuation of f + Zpf into the complex plane, denoted by ipf, fractional powers 
of the Laplacian are obtained, setting 
( --/l-j’ := f-‘P. where p - d E z’. 
In the one-dimensional case d = 1, it is possible to define a different type of fractional 
derivative, first introduced by Weyl [29]. Let f E S and p E R. For p < 0, set u := -p, k := 0, 
and for p 2 0 let us put u := k -p, k := [ p] + 1, [p] integer part of p. The differintegral 
1 d” x 
wp f( +=T(v)d-i _-=c / (x -Y)“_‘f(Y) dY 
is called WeyZS fractional dericatire of order p. 
Both kinds of fractional derivatives can be expressed in terms of Fourier transforms. For 
suitable test functions and suitable p E IR there is 
Dpf = (Fm,F-l)(f), (1) 
where m, is a multiplier of the form rn,@) := 
D = W. For references, see [8,11,14,19]. 
116 11 2p for D = (-A) and nzp@) := (i()p for 
in this section L2-properties of the Fourier tr,rlsform Fa are investigated, in analogy to 
corresponding properties of the classical Fourier transform. 
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Let us denote by a : Rid + If2 a positive, locally integrable weight function with the property 
I Rd 11 t 11 *a(t) dt < 00. (2) 
In the following theorem we state some basic properties of the Fourier transform 9a on the 
spar L2(Rd, dx) and characterize the range of & on this function space. 
Theorem 3.1 (Characterization of sFa on L*(lW’, dx)). (a) For 0 < y < $z, the operator 9a is a 
continuous, linear and iniective mapping from L2(Rd, dx) into Cc,. In particular, we have 
F&(t) = O( II t II *‘*) for any 9 E L2(Rd, dx). 
(b) 9-a : L2(Rd, dx) + L2(Rd, a d x ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator . Its adjoin t operator is also 
Hilbert-Schmidt and has the form 
Ya*rli(x) = (2~)~” II x II -“[(@)“(x) - (a+)“(O)]. (3) 
(c) D, is a dense subset of H, := 9J L2(lRd, dx)) and 9; ‘(D,) is a dense subset of L2(Rd, dx). 
On D, the following inversion formula holds: 
9;’ = (2~)-~‘* II x 11 ‘F--I. (4) 
(d) H, equipped with (q, @), := ( Ya- $, Fa- ‘+J2 is a function Hilbert space, whose inner 
product can be represented in the following way, for <p, + E D,,: 
(‘Pi *)a = (z~)-~(cp, (-A)‘@),. (5) 
As a consequence, Ha is the functional completion of D, with respect to the energy norm of 
( -A)“. 
Proof. (a) By direct computation follows that II k,( t, - ) 11; = cz II t 11 a, for a positive constant 
c, > 0. Thus by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, I %&(t) I < c, II t iI a’2 iI cp 112 is established. In 
view of (i) we obtain: 
IFacp(t+h)-&p(f)I qJhlla’211cpll~~ 
Thus, we may conclude that p(y, K, C~‘,((P)) G c,( 1 + sup,, K II x 11 n’2} II cp II Z for any KC Rd 
compact, 0 < y < $x and cp E L2(Rd, dx). Only the injectivity has to be shown. To do this, 
consider the generalized function 
T,(e) := (K&Y N29 for <p E L2(Rd, dx) and @ E S. (6) 
Since /R&c! leixr - 1 I I cpW I I +W I II x II -’ dx dt < 00, we obtain, interchanging the order of 
integration, 
TV($) = (2~)~‘*j- q(x)[$(x) -$(O)] 11 x iI -’ dx. (7) 
R” 
This yields T,(e) = (cp, ;iJ2 for 77 := (2~)-“/*( -A)-“/* $, $ E Z,,. Thus .‘5”,(p =0 implies 
($4 4 = 0 for all w E D,,. Since D,, is a dense subset of L’W’, dx), we have cp = 0. 
(b) The above estimate shows that 9” : L2(Rd, dx) -+ L’(R”, a dx) is a well-defined linear 
operator. Its adjoint is obtained in the same way as (7) from (6), substituting a+ for rL. In order 
to do that, con ition (2) is essential. The Hilbert-Schmidt property of 5$ and =Ffl* will be 
proved later, establishing singular-value decompositions of these operators (Corollary 4.4). 
(c) For t/i E D,. let IQ, := (2~)-“/’ ]I x ]I e$ E L’([w”, dx). Then by Fourier’s inversion for- 
mula, 9$,(t) = $(r) -3/(O) = #(r) holds. To show that 9;‘( D,) is a dense subset of 
L’( $ dx), consider the generalized function vs E S’, defined by 
YJ~) := (27;)~““/ g(x)$(x) 11 x II” dx, 
??d 
g = L’(R”, dx), cp ES. 
By the inversion formula, g I 9; “( D,,) implies supp(l/, ) = (0). Therefore, UK is generated by a 
polynomial P with g(x) = I] x ]I “P(x). Since g E L%!“, d-4, we have P = 0. Thus g 19: ‘(Do) 
implies g = 0 and the assertion follows. 
(d) By definition, Fti maps L2(R?, dx) into hi, isometrically. Therefore, H, is a function 
Hilbert space. The representation of the inner product for test functions 4, + ED, is a 
consequence of the inversion formula and the foTmla of Plancherel. The rest of the assertion 
follows. because .<; ‘(D,,) is dense in L’(lR”, dx). 0 
As an application, embedding theorems for fractional Sobolev spaces are obtained. Let us 
denote by 12, the completion of Cz with respect to the energy norm of (-A)“, understood as 
the set of equivalence classes [cp,J z of Cauchy sequences with the standard norm; by 
Ja : 12, + L%!& dx) the operator, given by J,([cp,J,) := (3+“/’ lim,,,, II x ]I %&, generalizing 
K ‘; and by En := Y~,O Ja. 
For ti = 1 the space H, (from Theorem 3.1) and the space h, can also be expressed in terms 
of Weyl derivatives W instead of i ( 4) . As a consequence, the following identities hold for 
a! =li= 1: 
H, = (f~ AC(R): f’ E L’(R, dx) and f(0) = 0) and h, = k.@‘@), 
where AC(R) denotes the space of absolutely continuous functions and H’*‘(R) the Sobolev 
space of functions with a generalized first-order derivative. For these spaces, the classical 
Sobolev embedding theorems are valid. As a generalization we obtain from Theorem 3.1 the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2 (Embedding theorem for fractional Sobolev spaces). (a) Tlte identity is a corztinu- 
0~1s embedding operator of Hfl into Ci,, , 0 < y ,< :a, respec fkely C,,. Moreor ‘er, H, is a dejlse __ 
subset of C,,. 
(b) E, is a lirtear isometric operator of h, into H,, which has the form E,,([cp,,] _ I( f 1 = 
lim,, - h,,( t 1 - q,,(O)]. 
k) As a cortseqrrerzce, E,, is a corltimrorrs embedding operator from h (I irl to Cl,, v 0 < y < ! a, __ 
respectil *ely , C,, . 
Proof. (a) Let us examine H<,. The first part of the assertion follows from Theorem 3.1(a) and 
the fact that Cl,, embeds continuously in C. Note that Y&(O) = 0 and therefore H,, embeds in 
C,,. The rest of the assertion follows from the fact that 0,; is a dense subset of C,,. 
(b) On the other hand, J, : h, -+ L’(R”, dx) is an isometry. Thus E,, maps II, isometrically 
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into H,. By Fourier’s inversion formula, together with the L’-continuity of .F(, (Theorem 
3.1(s)), follows: 
E,([cp,,] J(t) = lim (2~)-~/2/ 
n +x R” 
(eix’ - l)+,(x) dx = lim [v,,(t) - CP,,(O)]. 
t1 * 2-2 
Assertion (c) is obtained from (a) and (b). q 
In what follows, the connection between Fa and fractal differentiation will be studied in 
detail. By the theorem of Fourier-Plancherel the classlcal Fourier transform on L’ can be 
expressed as derivative of an integral transform with integrated Fourier kernel. For the Fourier 
transform Fa, the following analogous theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.3 (cY-Fourier-Plancherel theorem). For <B E L’UFP’, dx) the following equation holds 
in the sense of generalized fimctions: 
(-4 
rr/‘g& = (2#$ 
(8) 
and pointwise for test functions cp E D,, satisfying liycl II x 11 “cp( x) dx = 0. Co/rl*ersely , the identity 
.sy&( t) = c, ~~, II x - t II ‘-” - II x II ‘-l’l+(x) dx 
/[ 
holds pointwise for q E L’(iR“, dx) and cy f d, where c, := (2n)“i’/h,. 
(9) 
Proof. Eq. (8) is a direct consequence of (7), since the generalized function associated with 
F&J) is T,( $), defined in (6). 
To prove (9), assume cp E DOr for the present. In this case we can split the integration over 
k, up, and obtain, by means of ( l), - 
F&(t) = (2n)““[ F( II 5 II -“cp)( t) - F( II 5 II -“#I)] = (2+“[ /“F,( t ) - ‘“Fg(0)] 
=C cr /[ 
11 x - t 11 cr-d -
*r cl 
11 x 11 -‘]+(x) dx. 
Ld 
Thus (9) is proved for cp E D,,. As D,, is a dense subset of L%R”, dx) and Sfl is L’-continuous 
(Theorem 3.1(a)), this result extends to cp E L’UFJ”, dx). 0 
Corollary 3.4. { k,( t, * ): t E IF!“} arid { II t - . Ii c_r-ti - II . II n-ci: t E Pi}, a # d, are derzse sobsets 
of L2(R”, dx), :&ich are connected b> 
F(k,(t, .)(t)=c,[ IIt-_5ll”-“- ,,I,‘-“]. ( 10) _ - 
Proof. Planchcrcl’s formula, in connection with (9), proves ( 10). The rest of the corollary is a 
consequence of the injectivity of .‘Ta (Theorem 3. I( a)). C.I 
Remark 3.5. -4 direct proof of (lo), by means of asymptotic development of Bccsel functions 
was given in [3 11. 
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Remark 3.6 (Ourlook on L’-theory ). For suitable /3 E IR, the Fourier trar&rm is an injective 
continuous linear operator from L’(R”, II x 11’ dx) into the space UCNP') of uniformly 
continuous functions on UP. If cp E L’UfP, II x ]I ’ dx). then there is Y&(t) = O( I] t I]), when 
t ]] + a. For details, see [25]. 
Supplement 3.7 (One-dimensional case). In the one-dimensional case d =s 1, the kernel k,(t, x) 
may be replaced by the function 
e ixr 
&(r, x) := 
-1 
ix a . 
( 1 
For the corresponding fractional Fourier transform L& defined by $&l) := (&,( t, - 1, (P)~, 
the same facts as for Fa hold, with Weyl derivatives We instead of (-A)“? Especially, the 
following identity holds for cp E L’(lR, dx), I > 0: 
(a-1)/2 _ ( _s)(d)/2 
10 
6 s ds 
1 
= q+! + 1)) 
- s)(~-‘)‘~+(s) ds. 
Like ( 10) from (9), the following equality is derived from (10, for C > 0: 
F(Ut, g)(x) = - =(i(; +I)) [(I -w’)‘2 - ! -x)cn-~~~~]ll-,,nl(X) 
1 




( 2) 1 
Fate that for (Y = 1, the right-hand side of the above equation is equal to ltO,,], and therefore 
9a~ is the primitive of the classical Fourier transform in this case. 
4. Application to fractionai Brwnian motion 
In this section the results of Section 3 will be applied to the fractional Brownian motion 
process. First, we will study the covariance operator K, of X”, defined by 
&f(t):= j 
R” 
&Jr, s)f(s)a(s) ds, for fEiZ(Rd, a dxj. 
From general statements of Cartier [3, p.2941 respectively Noda [23, p.781 we end up with the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. K, is a positive, se!f-adjoint operator of trace class, which mums L2(Rd, a dx) into 
i&elf. 
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Lemma 4.2. 
r,(t, s) = +?&(t, O))(S) = Kg?&&, l >)(t>, 
K, is a positive constant defined by K, := Zaq2{ llWd sin2(x,) 11 x 11 -2a dx}-‘. 
(13) 
Proof. Since Fa(ka( s, e))(t) = (k,lt, - 1, k,(s, - N2, the assertion follows from 
(k&, l ), k,(s, •))~ = i[ II k,(t, l )lli+ II k,(s, a j llf - II k,(t, ) - k,(s, +I:], 
together with 
11 k,(t, l ) - k,(s, ) II; = 11 k,(t -s, l ) Ilf = &It-sll”. cl 
K, 
Theorem 4.3 (Characterization of the covariance operator). For the covariance operator K, the 
following factorization formula holds : 
Ma = KaFa 0 s,* . (14) 
As a consequence, K, is an injective linear operator, for wlzich the following inversion formula 
holds on the space D, c Ranget K,): 
1 1 
K,’ = - - (-A)“, 
i lo wherep := (~T)~K,. P, a a - 
If we further assume a E C”, then D, is even a dense subset of the range. 
Proof. By (13) and Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 
l)(af )(s) ds) dx 
= Ka 1 k,(t, 42~)“~ II x II -“[(af )“(x) - (af )‘(O)]} dx = ~~9~ 0 Fcf(t). - Rd - 
We may interchange the order of integration, because f E L1(Rd, a dx), and the following 
estimate holds: 
Il I ka(t, X) I I kg( R” Rd - s, x) I I f(s) I a(s) dx ds 




Ilxll>R II X II”+d 
I f(s) 14s) ds 
+ I II s II < RlI k&t, 9 II 2 II k,(s, 9 II 2 I f(s) I a(s) ds 
G const.,,, II f II f_‘(R”.adx) + con$& Ii t II a’2 II f II f_‘(W%dx) < O”- 
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To prove the injectivity of K,, let K,f = 0: By (14) and the injectivity of Ffi, we conclude 
Fa’f=O. Formula (3) yields iof) (x) =y(af> (0) for all x E R”. Since af~L’(lfB”, dx), the 
Riemann-Lebesque Lemma implies (uf) = 0, and by the injectivity of the Fourier transform, 
f = 0 follows. 
Now let g E D, be arbitrary. For fK := (l/p,)(l/n)( -d)%g E I.‘(&‘, a dx), we have by (3) 
and (41, 
Using the factorization formula (141, we obtain K,f, = K~F~.F~‘~ =g. The rest of the 
5 assertion is clear, since, for a E C” positive, D, IS a dense subset of L (R”, a dx). 0 
By Lemma 4.1 we can select an - at most countable - sequence {A:: j EJ~ cl'(J) of 
positive eigenvalues and a complete orthonormal system (CONS) {I,!$ j E J} of functions in 
L’W’, a dx) such that 
K,I/.I; = A:$;. (16) 
By Mercer’s theorem (cf. [3, p.29511, the covariance function is represented by the absolute 
convergent serie 
r& s) = c A:$:(t)$:(s). (17) 
iE.J 
Let us define 
By (16) and the factorization (141, it is clear that (f;: j E 1) is a CONS in L’W’, dx). 
Expanding F=cp respectively go*+ with respect to the CONSs above, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.4 (Singular-value decomposition of .F, and Fa* J. The operators cFa and .Fa* are 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators with the following representation : 
The above CONSs can also be used to establish a Karhunen-Loeve expansion of fractional 
Brownian motion X” with respect to white noise. The following preparations are necessary. 
Notation and Remarks 4.5. (a) Let X and Z be two stochastic processes. Whenever X and Z 
have the same finite-dimensional distributions, we write X - 3Z. 
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(b) jet (E, A?, g) be an abstract a-finite measure space and S$ the sets of finite p-mea- 
sure. Gaussian white noise with parameter space (E, ~27, p) is a centered Gaussian random 
field ( Q JB E tiO on a probability space (0, 9, P) with covariance co@, B): = p( A n B). The 
existence of such a process follows by the positive definiteness of the covariance function (cf. 
[El). A detailed construction is given in [27]. 
In what follows, we will always denote by (&JB Gaussian white noise with the standard 
parameter space (IF!?, S?(lRP~, hd). 
(c) Using white noise (Q)~, an isometry from I?( E, 9, p) into L2(R, Y, PI is obtained by 
the stochastic integral f + jEf(x>/~. For details, see [15]. When p = Ad, we have 4 = 17 
and write &( dx) instead of /m. 
(d) Generalized random fields CX,>,, cp E S, will be treated in the sense of [7]. By (Q,, 
q E S, generalired Gaussian white noise will be denoted, i.e., a generalized centered Gaussian 
random field with covariance S,_,. Generalized Gaussian white noise admits a stochastic 
integral representation with respect to (&JB of the form 
Qs a consequence of (14) and (17), the following series expansion of X” is obtained. 
Corollary 4.6 (Karhunen-Loeve expansion of X0). 
where t(i): E 1, defined b\p pi := j,~f~<x)~~(dx) with fy as in (I@, is an i.i.d. family of Gaussian 
random cariables. 
In the rest of this section the connection between X”, white noise and the Laplacian will bc 
investigated. Applying (13), a unified approach to the following integral representations of X” 
is obtained. 
Proposition 4.7 (Integral representations of X9 
eixf -1 _- 
( 1 a X$,</ IJJ” !lxll” @(dx) , (Kahane [IO]) 
which may be written in the more suggestke way 
xpg +jJ [ Ilx-tll”-d- 
- R” 
II x 11 ‘-“I i+(dx) , (Mandelbrot [ 161) 
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and in the one-dimensional case d = 1: 
_ r ei.rr _ l- 
(c) 
D 
xp = dKcs 
/ -= (ix)” 
iS(dx) , (Hunt [9]) 
(d) X; g r-_[:x[(t --A$~-I)‘* - (-X)(e-‘)“]fm 
where q, := K,C~ and ym := ~,(l/f(~y))~ (Mandelbrol and can Nees [Ml). - - 
Proof. Since the stochastic Ptegral is an isometry, (a) follows by (13). On the other hand, 
k,(t, - 1 can be replaced by k,(t, - ) from Supplement 3.7, when d = 1. This proves (c). Now, 
6) and (d) f o 11 ow from (10) and (12), since the Fourier transform is an isometric operator of 
I.‘(@, dx) onto itself. o 
Applying the a-Fourier-Plancherel theorem, stochastic differential equations for X* are 
established, as follows. 
Theorem 4.8 (Connection between X” and the Laplacian). For test functions q E S, respectively 
cp E Z,, the following generalized stochastic differential equations hold: 
(a) ( -4VX,” = n \‘E&, respect&e/y 
(b) i-A)‘“-*“*X; =“v’p,/p,X,j, 
and in the one-dimensional case d = 1: 
(c) W “X: = D \P,&, respectively 
(d) W’“- ‘)/*X; = D \-pa/p, X;, 
with p, as in (15). 
Proof. We only prove equation (a), the other equations can be shown in a similar manner. 
Consider the generalized function C,<t, - 1 ES’ defined by CJt, - I:= Cf,(t, -), q12. By (13) 
we obtain, similar to (14), 
C&, a)(q) = q,FJ II x II -“[G(x) - 5;(0>])( t), where 4, := (~T)“‘*K,. 
From this (-AP/*C,(t, - )(cp) =q FOG(t) follows. Applying (8), the following identity is 
established in the sense of generaliged functions: 
(-A);“( -A):“r-,(t, s) =p,S,_,. 
Since (Xz), is uniquely determined by its covariance functional, the assertion follows. 0 
Remark 4.9. (i) Equation (a) is a generalization of a stochastic equation for Levy’s d-dimen- 
sional Brownian motion (cy = l), derived in [6]. The one-dimensional analogue to equation (a) 
in terms of Weyl derivatives is (c). For the special case Q = 1, this equation yields the 
well-known relation X = Dt between ordinary Brownian motion and white noise. 
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(ii) & ,” -:I rier transformation of (a) we formally get ]I x I] ‘X” = p,g Since white noise has 
constant ._ l .i .;rral density, 5 --) const. l II 5 II -a-d is derived as spectral density of X”. Using the 
notion of power spectrum (cf. [24]), a mathematically strict derivation is obtained. 
Xa can be represented by Fa (Proposition 4.7). In a similar manner, the dual process Xa 
can be expressed in terms of 9; ‘, as follows. 
Proposition 4.10 (Fourier representation of the dual process). 
Moreover, 




g l L2(Rd, dx) = spanIX,“: q~ E DO). 
Proof. From Proposition 4.7(a) the following representation for the generalized process Xz is 
obtained by regularization: 
Let us define YJ: = /K&+,, Q E DO. Then by (41, 
- a 
qx;, q = (2qd’*/ / ka(t, x)Q(t)$(x) II X II a dt dx 
R” R” - 
(h~)-~/Zl 
lRd 
(eixr - 1)$(x) dx dt 
The last identity follows from Fourier’s inversion formula together with q?(O) = 0. The remain- 
der of the assertion follows from Theorem 3.1(c) and Corollary 3.4. q 
In the following proposition, we give a characterization of the reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space H(Fa), associated with the positive definite covariance function ra of X”. 
Proposition 4.11 (Characterization of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of Xa). Using the 
notation of Theorem 3.1, we halle H(I’,) = Ha with the inner product relation K~(Q, Ji)H(ral = 
(Q, CL),. As a consequence, H(ra) is the functional completion of D, with respect- to the energy 
norm of ( -A)“, and embeds continuously into Cc,, respectilyely, C,. ’ 
Proof. From (13) follows k,(t, l ) = K; ‘9; ‘(r,(t, ~1). Thus, for every f E Ha, - 
f(t) =ya*Fi’f(t) = (ka(t, .), yt’f), = ‘(&(ly ‘)y f)fl’ - 
Kg 
The remaining assertions follow from Theorem 3.1. •I 
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C~qjecium 4.12. ( H( I” 1, C,, TJ. where rr denotes the topology of C, is an abstract Wiener 
space. In view of Proposition 4.11, we merely have to show that the cylinder measure on C,, 
induced by the normal distribution on H(&), extends to a Radon measure. 
5. Application to fractional Radon transform 
In this section we consider Radon transform 9 and Sa, 0 < (x < 1, which are special cases 
of generalized Radon transforms, introduced in [22]. As Ya, they are also closely related to 
fractional Brownian motion X”. For the rest of this paper we assume 0 < QT < 1. 
Definition 5.1. (a) Let f E L’(R”, cl y) and h,,p: = B( X, p) for ]I x ]I > p, respectively h,,, := Wn\ 
B(x, p) for ]I x I] QP; then we define 
Sf(x, PI:= / f(Y) dY. 
k .1. .p 
(b) For g E Lz(ITBti x R’, dp,) with dp,(y, p): =JP-~-* dy dp, let Smg be defined by 
SqJx) := /I/ g(y7 P) dCc,(Y9 P)* 
0 B(x.p)a B(0.p) 
~3~ is called fractional Radon transform of order tx. 
~55’~ was (implicitly) considered by Takenaka [27], who showed that a white-noise representa- 
tion of Cencov-type for X” can be established by superposition of Gaussian random fields of 
balls. His results are stated in the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2 (cf. Takenaka [27]). 
Y&7 s) =N,%-c(g,)(s) =N,~*(&)W~ 
&We g,( Y 9 P) := 1 B(r.p) A B(Q) and N, is a constant such that 
N, 11 g(,.o,_...o, 11 L'(dp,) = l- 
Equkalently, the following representation of Cencoc-type holds: 
(19) 
xp g @JX~ 
0 YE ‘!t.p)a B(O.pP~dCL(Y, p’) ’ 
where (T& is Gaussian white noise with parameter space UPi X R’, 9(Rd X R’), &. The last 
equation may be wn’tten in the more intuitke manner 
xp !z \~K&%c(;~@k%))(t). 
Proposition 5.2 allows one more characterization of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of 
X”, for 0 c a! < 1. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4.11. 
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Proposition 5.3 (Characterization of fte reproducing kernel I-Iilbert space of X” by &). 
HWJ = B,( L*(dp,) 8 Ker(@,)), Wcl the imer product reiation N,((p, 
(9: ‘q, 2; WL’(dp 
(L),,(,- ) = tl 
n )’ 
Levy Brownian motion on a general metric parameter space, which admits a Cencov 
representation, was investigated by Noda [22]. He proved a factorization theorem of the 
appropriate covariance operator by weans of generalized Radon transforms. In view of (19), his 
factorization [22, p.791 yields the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.4. 
K, = M,,s%?~ 0 2 0 Da, where Dd :- aj. (20) 
Corollary 5.5. 9 is injectiue on $. 
Proof. Choose a(x) := (1 + ]I x 11 2)-p’, M > d. Then for all cp E S the functions Q/a are in 
L2(Rn, a dx). Thus by (20), &Q =z 0 implies K&/a) = 0 and the assertion follows by the 
injectivity of K,. q 
The main result of this section is a relation between ~2~9 and Riesz potentials. 
Theorem 5.6 (Blaschke-Fuglede type theorem). 
BasPf(t) =q,[ P+llf(tj -FdJ(0)], ,fhw2~_W Z,, 
where qg := (~T~)~K,/N, with AI@ 4s & (19) arzd K, as in (13). 
(W 
Proof. We compare the two factorizations (14) and (18). Using (3, we obtain for fe S, 
Sq$?~(t) =&5q II x II -qf’(x, .-sio,l)(q, fi, := (2a)-d’2qag - 
Choosing f~ Z,, we have f(0) * 0, and, splitting up the right-hand side of the above equation, 
we obtain 
Sa9f( t ) =&j eix’ 11 x 
- R” 
Now (1) completes the proof. 
11‘” -4sjly) ds -$a1 II x II -“-df(.x) dx. 
- Iw” 
n 
Applying fractional powers ~8 the taplacian to (20) we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.7 (Helgason-type 
following holds : 
fcmmlas), Let Q, as in Theorem 5.6. Theta for any f E Z,, the 
Comparing Corollary 5.7 with H&ason’s inversion formula for the classical Radon trans- 
form, the following result is obtained. 
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Corollary 5.8 (Relation to classical Radon transform p). 
t-40(+‘)‘* 3&9'f(x) = A,R'Rf(x), 
with f as in Corollary 5.7(b) and A, is defined by A,, := ( -2,rr)d( - 2)‘~-*“*q,r(~)/T(~d). 
Remark 5.9. The method described above also applies to the inversion of the half-space 
transform, studied in [5,22]. The connection between the half-space transform and the classical 
Radon transform is exhibited in [13]. 
6. Final remarks 
(a) The Fourier transform 9, seems to be the appropriate tool for studying Xa. A 
generalization of this process in dimension one is the class of self-similar processes Pm of 
Hermite rank m, introduced in [28]. Since Z”*” admits an integral representation similar to 
those in Proposition 4.7, the methods de\;lopez in Section 3 rL>ay apply to these processes, as 
well as to certain Gaussian processes with stationary incremer l-a and spectral density S( f ) w l/f. 
Included may be also some Gaussian index P-fields (cf. [l]). 
(b) Wiener [30] considered a Fourier transform of type Fr on the class of functions with 
finite intensity. He showed how autocorrelation, intensity and spectral density of such a 
function can be expressed by this transform. Similar relations seem to hold for functions with 
finite a-weighted energy and the Fourier transform Fa. 
k) An unintegrated fractional Fourier transform was introduced in [2], in analogy to the 
fast Fourier transform. by considering fractional roots of the unity. 
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